#COVID19 and the Spillover Moment
―They fancied themselves free,‖ wrote Camus, ―and no one will ever be free so long as
there are pestilences.‖

―In this respect, our townsfolk were like everybody else, wrapped up
in themselves; in other words, they were humanists: they disbelieved
in pestilences.
A pestilence isn't a thing made to man's measure; therefore we tell
ourselves that pestilence is a mere bogy of the mind, a bad dream that
will pass away.
But it doesn't always pass away and, from one bad dream to another, it
is men who pass away, and the humanists first of all, because they
have taken no precautions.‖
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We are trending in the 80,000-100,000 #COVID cases a day now. We have crossed
4,000,000 cases.
Daily Confirmed Cases in the 80,000-100,000 Cases Range
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The Winners are easy to see @balajis
https://twitter.com/balajis/status/1257159480816488448?s=20
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Developed World ex US has bent the Curve
The European Trend is down now May 6 In Europe, the number of daily cases is
decreasing... @RemiGMI
https://twitter.com/RemiGMI/status/1258021362762948609?s=20

We are witnessing a Spill Over into EM and Frontier Geographies
―Brazil is the global epicenter of the coronavirus.‖
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In Brazil we have a toxic mix of a „‟Voodoo‟‟ President @jairbolsonaro and a runaway
#COVID19
Brazilians aren‘t infected by anything, even when they fall into a sewer‖
“It‟s tragic surrealism ... I can‟t stop thinking about Gabriel García Márquez when I think
about the situation Manaus is facing.” Guardian

Bolsonaro rides jet ski while Brazil's COVID-19 death toll tops 10,000 EFE
https://j.mp/35O1o0o

The South American country with a population of 210 million reached 10,627 deaths after
730 fatalities were recorded overnight, while cases stood at 155,939.
Viruses are in essence non linear exponential and multiplicative and COVID19 has „‟escape
velocity‟‟ in Brazil.
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Brazil Real touched a Record Low of 5.884 May 7th

Brazil is a real time Laboratory experiment and the African @jairbolsonaro is of course
@MagufuliJP

According to the African Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, Tanzania has
conducted just 652 tests (as of 7 May). This compares to over 26,000 tests conducted in
Kenya and nearly 45,000 in Uganda.
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BRICS ex China is accelerating –
covid 19 tracker list. @ vivekmoffical
https://twitter.com/vivekmoffical/status/1259318696784396288?s=20
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#COVID19 Stephen B. Streater @video4me
https://twitter.com/video4me
Hot countries up. >10%: Mayotte⁹³
>5%: Russia⁵ Brazil⁸ Mexico¹⁸ Pakistan²¹ Qatar²⁸ Dominican Republic⁴³ South Africa⁴⁴
Egypt⁴⁵ Kuwait⁴⁹ Bahrain⁵⁸ Ghana⁵⁹ Nigeria⁶⁰ Afghanistan⁶¹ Azerbaijan⁶⁹ Bolivia⁷²
Senegal⁸² Somalia⁹² DRC⁹⁴ Guatemala⁹⁷
now: >10%: Ghana⁵⁹, Honduras⁸⁰, Sudan⁸⁹
>5%: Russia⁵, Brazil⁸, Peru¹³, India¹⁴, Mexico¹⁹, Pakistan²², Chile²³, Qatar²⁸,
Bangladesh³⁶, Colombia⁴¹, South Africa⁴⁴, Egypt⁴⁵, Kuwait⁴⁹, Kazakhstan⁵⁶, Bahrain⁵⁸,
Nigeria⁶⁰, Afghanistan⁶², Bolivia⁷³

Situation Report Africa
Coronavirus: @WHO warns of 190,000 deaths in Africa @TheAfricaReport
WHO warns that the coronavirus pandemic could 'smoulder' in Africa for several years
Should the various lockdowns currently being eased in many African countries fail to
‗bend the curve‘, between 29m – 44m Africans risk being infected, with deaths
potentially reaching 190,000.
The WHO believe that transmissions will likely be slower — because of Africa‘s age
pyramid, and social and environmental factors — the pandemic risks lasting for far
longer.
―While COVID-19 likely won‘t spread as exponentially in Africa as it has elsewhere in
the world, it likely will smoulder in transmission hotspots,‖ said Dr Matshidiso Moeti,
the WHO Regional Director for Africa.
“COVID-19 could become a fixture in our lives for the next several years unless a proactive
approach is taken by many governments in the region. We need to test, trace, isolate and
treat.”
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Over 56,000 confirmed #COVID19 cases on the African continent - with more than
19,100 associated recoveries & 2,100 deaths. @WHOAFRO
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1259109368416649221?s=20

The worrying development is Transmission Hotspots

Kano in Nigeria for example

• Western Cape growing at an alarming rate @sugan250388
https://twitter.com/sugan250388/status/1259178779727015942
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Tanzania Seeking to discredit Tanzania lab results, President Magufuli says a papaya tested
positive for Corona. He also tested a goat & a Franklin bird @davidpilling
https://twitter.com/davidpilling/status/1257199575544352769?s=20

[The president] told us to go back to work and pray, then he got on his private
presidential jet, went to [his home village] Chato and left us to it Fatma Karume, lawyer
Someone with close knowledge of the medical profession said it was almost impossible to
secure a hospital bed in several cities.
The Aga Khan hospital in Dar es Salaam had a well-equipped ward for 80 coronavirus
patients, but several were dying each night, he said.

The Question for SSA is whether these Transmission Hot Spots expand and conflate?
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Financial Markets
America lost so many jobs in April that we could barely fit the numbers in this chart of
historic downturns (and that includes all of the Great Recession)
https://twitter.com/businessinsider/status/1259141875115667463?s=20

Unemployment Rate versus Stocks
https://twitter.com/TaviCosta/status/1258807948102389772?s=20
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Last week for a moment The FED FUNDS rates went negative for June 2021 which is a
remarkable and never seen before thing.

We are in the realms of Behavourial Economics.
I had a clinically “mild” case for 8+ weeks. There was nothing mild about it. @ ElissaBeth
https://twitter.com/ElissaBeth/status/1259301645776805890?s=20
For example Tourism – I believe it is stopped out through Q4 2021

Business Travel is Toast.
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Tourism dependency globally (top 25 most dependent). @Trinhnomics

DEUTSCHE: Our global forecast "has turned decidedly gloomier .. [M]uch
of the world has struggled mightily with the virus and the economic
fallout. .. we now see global GDP falling 10% in Q2 and remaining well
below pre-virus levels through most of next year.
What‘s certain is that the whole global economy has been hit by an insidious, literally
invisible circuit breaker. #COVID19
https://bit.ly/2WD1tl0
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The US Stock Market has rebounded mightily but this is a Venezuela or a Zimbabwe
Trade, as it were H/T @Adammancini4
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Its all about the Print Shop [Scott Burke]

Some Folks dived into BITCOIN which topped $10,000.00 on Friday

Bitcoin Porn and The Perfect Set Up... @RaoulGMI
https://twitter.com/RaoulGMI/status/1258567633168932874?s=20
Chart 1 - The Perfect Wedge. If you use classic charting techniques, it gives you a price
target of around $40,000.
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Take Your Pick
Paul Tudor Jones
“The best profit-maximizing strategy is to own the fastest horse,” Jones, the founder and
chief executive officer of Tudor Investment Corp., said in a market outlook note he entitled
„The Great Monetary Inflation.‟
“If I am forced to forecast, my bet is it will be Bitcoin.” Jones, who said his Tudor BVI fund
may hold as much as a low single-digit percentage of its assets in Bitcoin futures, becomes
one of the first big hedge fund managers to embrace what until now has largely been snubbed
by the financial mainstream.
.@Nouriel Roubini
https://twitter.com/Nouriel/status/1259290961336827904
Bitcoin crashes by 15% in 7 minutes on NO news: a rigged, totally manipulated, whalescontrolled market where most transactions (90%) volumes are false as exchanges pretend
to have liquidity they don't have. Massive pump & dump, spoofing, front running, wash
trading! Total Scam!
Crude Oil rebounded

Will it last?
Of course it won’t. But where will it stall?
The drop in worldwide oil consumption in April has been put as high as 35 million barrels a
day
https://j.mp/3feQGUN
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Population Density the whole of Africa @undertheraedar

Africa will go Juche
Juche (Korean: 주체/主體, lit. 'subject'; Korean pronunciation: [tɕutɕʰe]; usually left
untranslated or translated as "self-reliance") is the official ideology of North Korea,
described by the government as "Kim Il-sung's original, brilliant and revolutionary
contribution to national and international thought".

The IMF has put some money to work but It is a Band Aid
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10 biggest African recipients of the #IMF's emergency #coronavirus funding

Amid the #COVID19 shock, lower commodity prices and regional dependence on tourism &
#remittances will push current accounts in most Sub-Saharan African countries to deficit in
2020. @IIF
https://twitter.com/IIF/status/1258052709510496256?s=20
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The Outliers are rolling over

ZAMBIA On the brink of sovereign default @Africa_Conf
https://j.mp/2Lj65Wc
The government is getting no help from the IMF because it won't stop borrowing
unsustainably and covertly
After stopping payments on several commercial loans this year, Zambia is set to default on its
US$3 billion Eurobonds, now trading at 'distressed debt' levels, with yields over 50%, Africa
Confidential has learned.

Ratings Agencies are throwing in the Towel.
Another devaluation looms as Naira depreciates at forwards market, now N570 to
$1 @nairametrics
Nigeria‟s 5 years onshore Non-Deliverable forward contract posted its biggest drop by
plunging 27% from N413.36 to close at N569.69 a price differential of N156.
The 1-year Non-Deliverable forward contract was down 5% from N394.29 to close at
N421.22 a price differential of N26.93.
Regime Implosion risk in SSA is trending higher.
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